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Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is twofold: The first is to give a computable formula 
for the volumes of the S-arithmetic quotients of G s :---- I I ,  z s G(ko), in terms of a natural 
Haar measure on Gs, where G is an arbitrary absolutely quasi-simple, simply connected 
algebraic group defined over a global field k (i.e. a number field or the function field 
of a curve over a finite fieId) and S is a finite set of places of k containing all the archi- 
medean ones; see w 3. The second is to use the results involved in the volume compu- 
tation to provide a " good " lower (and also upper) bound for the class number of G; 
this is done in w 4 of the paper. 
Besides the results of C. L. Siegel for certain special classical groups, the only 
general results about the volumes of S-arithmetic quotients which were known until now 
were concerned with Chevalley groups (i.e. groups which split over k) ; see Harder [12]. 
There is quite a bit of literature on the class number problem for classical groups. We 
would like to mention here the work of C. L. Siegel, T. Tamagawa, M. Kneser and 
his school. The bounds for general absolutely quasi-simple, simply connected groups 
given in w 4 include the bounds for the special classical groups obtained by earIier 
authors. 
In this work we have made use of a considerable amount of Bruhat-Tits theory 
of reductive groups over local fields. This theory is needed here even in the case S 
consists only of archimedean places i.e. when G s is a connected real semi-simple Lie 
group. 
* Supported by the National Science Foundation at the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute, Berkeley, 
and at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton. 
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In [4], the volume formula of Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 4.3 have been used to 
prove the following finiteness assertions: 
(1) Given a positive real number c, there are only finitely many triples (k, G, S) consisting 
of a number field k, an absolutely quasi-simple group G defined over k and of absolute rank )" 1, 
and a finite set S of places of k containing all the archimedean places, such that Gs(---- 1-I,~ s G(k,)) 
contains an S-arithmetic subgroup of covolume < c. 
(2) Given a positive integer n, there are only finitely many pairs (k, G) consisting of a 
number field k and an absolutely quasi-simple, simply connected algebraic group G defined over k 
such that Goo :---- l-I, ~ voo G(k,) is compact and the class number of G (with respect o some 
coherent collection of parahoric subgroups P, of G(k,)) is <<. n; here V~ is the set of all archimedean 
places of k. 
The first of the above results answers a question of Jacques Tits in the affirmative. 
It is a pleasure to thank Armand Borel for several helpful conversations and for 
his comments on the earlier drafts of this paper. I would also like to thank Pierre Deligne, 
Gtinter Harder and Robert Steinberg for useful conversations and encouragement. 
Finally I thank Jacques Tits for raising his question which led me to the present work. 
O. Notat ion ,  convent ions  and  preHmin~r ies  
In this section, we fix a number of notation and conventions to be used later, 
often without further reference. 
0.0. As usual, Q ,  R and C will denote respectively, the fields of rational, real 
and complex numbers. Z will denote the ring of rational integers. 
For a finite set S, $S will denote its cardinality. 
For a linear algebraic group H, R,(H) will denote its unipotent radical, i.e. its 
maximal connected normal unipotent subgroup. 
0.1. In the sequel, k is a global field and A the k-algebra of ad61es of k endowed 
with the usual locally compact topology. Let V be the set of places of k, and V~ (resp. VI) 
the subset of axchimedean (resp. nonarckimedean) places. For v E V, ko denotes the 
completion ofk at v and [ I, the normalized absolute value on k,. The absolute value [ [, 
has a unique extension to any algebraic extension of k,, to be denoted in the same way. 
For v ~ Vt,  o, denotes the ring of integers of k,, v(x) the additive valuation of x E k~, 
[, the (finite) residue field and q, the order of ~,. We recall that for x ~ k x , 
I x l, = [o ,  : x0o]  -1  = i f  x o, ,  
[ x [, ---- [xo, : 0,] ---- q~-~" if x r 0,. 
For v~V~o, Ix] , - - - - Ix[  if v is real, i.e. k,----R, and [x l , -~[x[~ if v is complex, 
i.e. k ,=C.  
We have the product formula: For all x ~k • I I ,~ v [ x [, = 1. 
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For v e V, k, is assumed to carry the Haar measure with respect to which the 
measure of o, is 1 if v is nonarchimedean, the measure of the unit interval [0, 1] is 1 
if v is real, and the measure of any square in k,(~ C), with sides of length 1, is 2 if v is 
complex. 
0.2. We shall denote by ~ an absolutely quasi-simple, simply connected algebraic 
group defined and quasi-split over k. Let n = dim ff and r be the absolute rank of ft. 
I f  fC/k is not a triality form of type eD4, let t be the smallest extension of k over 
which ~ splits; then It : k] ~ 3. If fg/k is a triality form of type eD4, let t be a fixed 
extension of k of degree 3 contained in the Galois extension of k, of degree 6, over which 
f# splits; there are three such extensions, all isomorphic to each other over k. 
I f  k is a number field, let D k (resp. I)t) be the absolute value of the discriminant 
of k/Q (resp. t/Q,). Let b(t/k) denote the relative discriminant of t  over k; it is an ideal in 
the ring of integers of k. It is well known that I N,/Q(b(t/k)) I.D tt:kl = D t. 
I f  k is the function field of a curve over a finite field, let q, (resp. qt) be the cardi- 
nality of the finite field of the constant functions in k (resp. t) and gk (resp. gt) be the 
genus of k (resp. g). Let D k = ~vk-2, Dt = ~t -z  
0.3. Let v be a nonarchimedean place of k such that g, :=  g | k, is a ramified 
field extension of k, of degree 2. Let 
'J, = inf{ lY I~ lY et , ,y  +.y  + 1 = 0}, 
where here, as well as in the sequel, for y ~ t,, 5v denotes its conjugate over k,. Then 
v, >/ 1 and % = 1 if and only if the characteristic of the residue field of ko is odd. For 
later use, we fix a ~ e t,, and a uniformizing element r~, of t, such that ~ + 7~, + 1 = 0, 
] 9,, l, = % and X~ ~, + ~ ~~ = 0 (cf. Tits [33: 1.15]). Then 
I b ( t , / k J  I, : I (= ,  - -  I, : I -I-- ;% 9 : q;-1 M;--2, 
where b(/o/k,) is the relative discriminant of t,/k,. 
0.4. The integer s(f#). I f  & splits over k, let s(&) = 0. Now assume & does not split 
over k. On the relative root system k~ of &, with respect o a maximal k-split torus $', 
consider the ordering associated with a Borel k-subgroup containing W. The integer s(~) 
is then defined as follows. I f  ** is reduced (which is the case if, and only if, W is not a 
k-form of type 2A, with r even), then ~(~) is equal to the sum of the number of short 
roots and of short simple roots. I f  & is a k-form of type *A, with r even, then ,~ is the 
non-reduced root system BC,/2 and ~(f#) = 89 + 3), which is equal to the number 
of all roots in ,~ plus the number of simple roots. 
Note that if f# is a k-form of type 2A, (r odd), *D, (r arbitrary) or 2Ee, then the 
root system ,r  is the reduced root system of type C~,+I~12, B,_ I ,  F4 respectively and 
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s(ff) is 89 (r -- 1) (r + 2), 2r -- 1, 26 respectively. If ff is a triality form of type 8D~ or ~ 
then kr is of type G~ and s(ff) = 7. 
0.5. In this paper, we assume familiarity with the Bruhat-Tits theory [6] and 
recall just some notation and facts. All we need is stated in [33], and in most cases, 
proofs can be found in one of these references. 
Let K be a nonarchimedean local field. In the sequel, K will always be a finite 
extension of k,, for a nonarchimedean place v. Let G be an absolutely quasi-simple, 
simply connected group defined over K. Let ~ = ~(G/K) be the associated Bruhat- 
Tits building. It is a contractible simplicial complex on which G(K) acts by simplicial 
automorphisms which are special (in particular, i fg e G(K) leaves a simplex of ~ stable, 
then it fixes the simplex pointwise). 
We recall that an Iwahori subgroup of G(K) can be defined as either the normalizer 
of a maximal pro-p subgroup of G(K), where p is the characteristic of the residue field 
of K, or as the subgroup of G(K) fixing a chamber (i.e. a maximal simplex) in ~.  All 
Iwahori subgroups are conjugate in G(K). A parahoric subgroup P of G(K) is the stabilizer 
of a simplex of ~.  Every parahoric subgroup is compact, open and contains an Iwahori 
subgroup. The maximal ones are the maximal compact subgroups of G(K) and are 
the stabilizers of the vertices of ~.  A (maximal) parahoric subgroup P is special if it fixes 
a special vertex of ~.  A vertex x of ~ is special if the affine Weyl group W is a semidirect 
product of the translation subgroup by the isotropy group W, of x in W. I f  so, then 
W, is canonically isomorphic to the Weyl group of the K-root system of G. 
0.6. Let ~ be the maximal unramified extension of K and B be its ring of integers. 
Let ~ be the building of G(~) and A C ~ be the apartment of a maximal ~-split torus 
of G which is defined over K and which contains a maximal K-split torus. There is 
an action of the Galois group of I~/K on ~ and A is stable under this action; the fixed 
set in .~ may be identified with ~ and the fixed set in .~ with an apartment A of 
[33: 1.10]. A vertex o f~ lying in A which is special for ~ is also special for ~ [33: 1.10.2]. 
If  G splits over ~,  such a point, viewed as a vertex of ~ is called hyperspedal nd its 
isotropy group in G(K) is a hyperspecial parahoric subgroup. If G is quasi-split over K 
and splits over an unramified extension of K, hyperspecial parahoric subgroups 
exist [33: 1.10.2]; these groups are the parahoric subgroups of G(K) of maximal 
volume [33: 3.8.2]. 
0.'/. To any parahoric subgroup P of G(K), the Bruhat-Tits theory associates 
a smooth affine group scheme defined over the ring o of integers of K, whose generic 
fiber is isomorphic to G/K and whose group of o-rational points is isomorphic to P 
(see [6: II] or [33: 3.4]). The coordinate ring of this group scheme is the o-algebra 
of those K-regular functions on G which on P take values in B, where P is the parahoric 
subgroup of G(I~) associated with P. 
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1. Tamagawa fo rms on quasi-spi l t  groups 
1.1. We fix a non-zero left-invariant exterior from ~ on t of maximal degree 
and which is defined over k; such a form is unique up to multiplication by art 
element ofk • and is called a Tarnagawaform on i l k .  As t is a semi-simple group, co is 
bi-invariant. 
1. ~.. For each v e V t we fix, once and for all, a maximal parahoric subgroup ~,  
of t(k,)  with the following properties. 
(i) I f  i splits over an unramified extension of ko, then ~,  is a hyperspecial parahoric 
subgroup. 
(ii) I f  i does not split over any unramified extension of k, (then t • k k, is a residually 
split group over k,), ~ ,  is special. In case t is an outer form of type A,,  with r 
even, we assume moreover that the gradient (i.e. the vector part) of the 
affine simple root corresponding to this special parahoric subgroup is a divisible 
root. 
(iii) I I ,ev= t (k , ) . I I ,~vst~  is an open subgroup of the ad61e group if(A). 
1.3. Let t ,  be the smooth al'fine o,-group scheme associated with the parahoric 
subgroup t~,, whose generic fiber (= We • % k,) is isomorphic to i • k• and whose 
group of o,-rational points is isomorphic to ~o (see 0.7). 
Let co e k, ~ be such that r ~ induces an invariant exterior form on the o,-group 
scheme t , ,  of maximal degree, which is defined over o~ and whose reduction to 
the group t ,  • 0o [~ over the residue field f, is not zero. It is obvious that such a c, 
exists and is unique up to multiplication by a unit. In particular, u :=  [ e, I, is a well- 
defined positive real number; it is equal to 1 for all but finitely many v's. 
1.4. I f  k is a number field, for an archimedean place v of k, let r be the positive 
real number such that with respect o the Haar measure determined by the form c, ~, 
the volume of any maximal compact subgroup of RkjR(ff ) (C) is 1, and let % ---- [ c, [,. 
We recall here that if v is real, then any maximal compact subgroup of R~gR(ff ) (C) 
is isomorphic to the unique (up to isomorphism) compact, simple, simply connected 
real-analytic Lie group of the same type as i and if v is complex, then any maximal 
compact subgroup of R~a( t  ) (C) is the direct product of two copies of this 
group. 
1.5. Let r be the absolute rank of i and let ml, . . . ,  m, (m I ~_ . . .  ~_ m,) be the 
exponents of the simple, simply connected, compact real-analytic Lie group of the same 
type as ft. Note that dim i = r + 2Y~= x m~. 
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We list below the exponents (see Bourbaki [5]). 
Type 
A,  
B, 
C, 
D, 
E 6 
E7 1, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17. 
E8 1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29. 
F4 1,5,7,11. 
G2 1, 5. 
Exponents 
1,2, . . . , r .  
1 ,3 ,5 , . . . ,2 r - -  1. 
1 ,3 ,5 , . . . ,2 r - -  1. 
1, 3, 5, . . . , 2r -- 5, 2r -- 3, r - -  1 ( r - -  1 has 
multiplicity 2 when r is even). 
I, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11. 
1.6. Theorem. ~ We have 
II y,=(DtfD~:'l) 89 1-I I fi m'l I 
Proof. --  Let t3 be any (not necessarily finite) Galois extension of k containing t, 
where t is as in 0.2. Then ff splits over 13. Let L(ff)  be the Lie algebra of left-invariant 
vector fields on if/k, and g = L(fr | 13. Let g" be a maximal k-split torus of ff and L~" 
be its centralizer. Then .oO* is defined over k and it is a torus since ~ is quasi-split over k. 
Moreover, it splits over 13 since ff does. Let q) be the root system of fr with respect o .oo', 
and II( C ~) be the set of  simple roots with respect o the ordering on 9 obtained by 
fixing a Borel k-subgroup containing .o~ e. Let { H,  ] a e II } L) { X b [ b e ~) } be a Chevalley 
basis of g, where the Ha's constitute a basis of the Lie algebra L( .~) | 13 of .o~ and 
for each b E (I), X b is an element of the root space gb" We fix an enumeration of this 
Chevalley basis, and for 1 < i <: n (= dim fr let 3E~ be its i-th element. Let 3E * be the 
dual basis of the dual g* and let (0 ch = 3E t A . . .  A 3s o e~ is a ~-invariant exterior 
form on ~ of maximal degree. The form co c~ is defined over 13 and any other choice 
of Chevalley basis or its enumeration gives only o ch or -- o ~. 
Since the space of ff- invariant exterior forms on fr of maximal degree is 
1-dimensional, there is an ~ e13• such that o = ~-1 och. As o is defined over k, for 
every y E Gal(~/k), y(o) = o. Now since y(o  oh) = + o~ oh, we conclude that y(~) z = ~2 
for all y ~ Gal(13/k) and hence 0t 2 E k • 
I f  k is a number field, det((  3~,, ~s )), where ( 3~,, 3Ej ) = Tr(ad 3E~ ad 3E~) is 
the inner product of 3E~ with 3E~ with respect o the Killing form on g, is an integer. Let m 
be its absolute value. Then m is uniquely determined by the absolute root system of i f ;  
it does not depend on the choice of the Chevalley basis of g. 
We fix a k-basis X~, . . . ,  X ,  of the Lie algebra L(ff)  so that if X ~, . . . ,  X" is the 
dual basis, o~ = X a ^  . . .  ^ X" .  I f  k is a number field, for every archimedean place v 
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of k, we fix a basis Y [ , . . . ,  Y~ of L(fr174 k~ such that with respect to the Killing 
form < , >~ on L(~) | Y~ is orthogonal to Y] for all 1 ~ i # j  < n, and moreover, 
if v is real, then [<Y~,Y,'>,[~ 1, whereas, if v is complex, then <Y[ ,Y [>~= 1 
K x for all i < n. Now let Y], . . . ,  Y~' be the dual basis and % = Y~ ^  . . .  ^ Y~'. Then 
K is an invariant exterior form on fr • k,, of maximal degree, defined over k,; it 
determines a Haar measure on ff(k~) as well as on every maximal compact subgroup 
of R~n(~)  (C). The volume of each of the latter subgroups is equal to 
m 89 f i  (2r~)~"+' if v is real, 
i~1  rail 
and ( m89 f i  (2=)~"+a12 m , l  ] I ma,= f i  (2~)'~+a ,m, l  if v is complex; 
see, for example, [25: w 3] or [20]. 
Let b = det(< X~, X~ >), where < X,, X~ > = Tr(ad X~ ad X~) is the inner 
product of X~ with Xj under the Killing form on L(~).  Then it is obvious that if v is 
a complex place, K K K | ~K equals either o~| oo equals bo | o, and if v is real, then % 
bo | co or - -bo  | co. Now as the volume of any maximal compact subgroup of 
K is R~n(f f  ) (C) with respect o the Haar measure determined by % 
we conclude that, for all archimedean v,
t " I v, = Ibl ,  ~ m-89 H m,! ,~1 (2~)~ +i ,. 
But since to e~ = ~o, we find that ~4 m S = b z, which implies that [ bin- ~ 1, = [ =z 1., 
and hence for all archimedean v, 
y =[0~2[~ I f i  m,I 
I ,=, (2~) -~+' ," 
Therefore, 
nv:  
eEV eEVf ~Vco 
= II v, ~" I I  (1 
vEV: ~EVco " I:) ,=, (2~),,,/+, 
9 ev:  ,ev  s ,ev| ~=I(2r~) "~+1 
(by the product formula (0.1); recall that as ek  • 
9 er r  ,ev| ,=1 (2~) "~+1 " 
13 
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Next we shall prove that 
n (l ~ l; -~ ~) = (Dt/O~':kl) ~ ' .  
~vf  
This will establish the theorem. 
Let ~, be the smooth affme o,-group scheme associated with the parahoric 
subgroup ~o of if(k,) (see 1.3). Let L(ff,) be the Lie algebra of fr it is an o,-Lie 
algebra. Since the generic fiber fr • k, of f#~ is ff • k k,, it follows that 
L(~,) | k, ~ L(f#) | k,. 
We use this isomorphism to identify L(@~,) with an o:subalgebra of the k,-Lie algebra 
g~ := L(@r | k,. The k,-span of L(f#,) is clearly all of fl,. Let { Y~ } be an oo-basis 
of L(fr (C g,), and let a, ~k~ be such that X 1 ^  . . .  ^ X ,  = a,Y~ ^  . . .  ^ Y~. Then 
it is obvious that a, o~ induces an invariant exterior form on the o:group scheme ~,,  
which is defined over o, and whose reduction to the group ~, • [, is not zero. 
Hence, [a, [, = 7~ (see 1.3). 
Now let v be a nonarchimedean place of k such that f# splits over the maximal 
unramified extension k, of k,. (Then e | k, is a direct sum of certain unramified exten- 
sions of k,; we note here, for future use, that for any unramified extension K of k,, 
] b (K /k , ) [ ,  = 1.) Let ~, be the ring of integers of k,. Then it is clear that if { Z~ } is 
any 3:basis of L(fr | 3, and b,(e k~) is such that X 1 ^  . . .  ^ X,  = b, Z~ ^  . .. ^ Z~, 
then b, a~ -~ is a unit and hence, [b, [, ~ [a, [, = y,. We observe now that since ~,  
is a hyperspecial parahoric subgroup of ~(k,), and fg, is the associated D:group scheme, 
fg,(3,) is a hyperspecial parahoric subgroup of fg(k,) ( [33:2.6.1 and 3.4.1]). But 
as ~ splits over k,, this implies that there is an 3,-basis Z[, . . . ,  Z~ of L(~,)| B, 
which is a Chevalley basis of the split Lie algebra ~|  ( [33:3.4 .2  and 3.4.3]). 
Now as co ch = ac0, and, up to sign, co ch is independent of the choice of the Chevalley 
basis and its enumeration, we conclude from this that [ *t e ]~- ~ Y~ = 1 for every nonarchi- 
medean place v such that @ splits over the maximal unramified extension k~ of k,. 
Let now ~ be the set of all nonarchimedean places v of k such that q# does not 
split over any unramified extension of k,, or equivalently, g | k, contains a nontrivial 
ramified field extension of k,. Then ~ is finite. Let v e ~;  then there are two possibilities: 
1. t | k, is a field, we shall denote it by t,, it is a ramified extension and It, : k,] = [g : k]. 
2. g | k, is a direct sum of k, and a ramified field extension t, of k, of degree 2. This 
is the case if (r is a form of type eD, of k-rank 2 and (r is a form of type *D~ of 
k:rank 3. In this case, the k-root system of @ is of type G, and ~(ff) = 6 + 1 = 7; 
its k:root system is of type Bs which has 6 short roots and one short simple root. 
To compute ]a~[~-a~-~, we shall construct a suitable o,-basis of the Lie 
algebra L(~,).  For this purpose, we fix a maximal k,-split torus $', such that in the 
Bruhat-Tits building of ~[k, the vertex fixed by ~ lies on the apartment determined 
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by g'o. Let .~, be the centralizer of g', in ft. Then as ff is quasi-split over k (and so 
also over k,), ._~e is a torus, and it is clearly defined over k,. Let O(-~',) (resp. O(g',)) 
be the root system of ff with respect o .~, (resp. W,). We fix a Borel subgroup of ff 
which contains .o-~, and is defined over k,. This gives compatible orderings on O(g',) 
and O(.o~e,). Let O(.~,)+ (resp. O($',)+) be the set of roots in ~(.o~,) (resp. O(g',)) 
positive with respect o this ordering and let II(.o~e,) (resp. II(g',)) be the set of simple 
roots. 
We fix a minimal Galois extension L~ of k, containing t, and denote by P the 
Galois group of Lo[k,. Then f#, and so also the torus .o~e,, splits over I~. This implies 
that P operates on the character group X'(.~,) of .o~e,; under this action of F, O(Lie ), 
O(.~e)+ and II(.~,) are stable. 
The restriction of roots in O(Lr)  to ~', gives a bijective correspondence b tween 
the set of F-orbits in O(Lr) and the set O(g',); under this correspondence, the orbits 
in rI(~L~,) correspond to the roots in II(g',), [32: 2.5]. Also, it is easy to see that the 
restriction to g', of a root b in O(~, )  is a long root of the root system O($',) if and only 
if b is F-invariant. 
For b ~O(-~,), let F~ be the isotropy group at b in F, and let t, B be the subfield 
of L, fixed by F b. Then for all b e O(.~ev) , t~ is a ramified extension of k~ of degree ~< 3. 
For every b cO(g',) ,  we fix a root b in O(.~,) such that (1) the restriction of b 
to g', is b, (2) if b is short, t~ = t~, and (3) the root associated with -- b is the negative 
of the root associated with b. 
Let ~, be a uniformizing element of t , .  In case fg/k, is an outer form of type A, 
with r even, we let X~ be as in 0.3 and assume % so chosen that X~ ~, + X, ~, = 0. 
The ring of integers of t, equals the direct sum of the ~, o,, 0 < i < It, : k,]. 
The Lie algebra g~ = L(~) |  splits over I~ and the action of the Galois 
group P on I~ induces an action on ~ | I.~. 
The following assertion can be proved using the considerations in ~ 1, 2 and 7.1 
of [28] (see also [6: II, w167 4.3, 4.4]). 
There exists a Chevalley basis { X~ I b eO(.~,)}t-) {H,  [ a e II(.o~e,)} of the Lie 
algebra g~ | I.~ such that: 
(i) y(X,) = X,ao ) for all 7 e F and b e O(.o-~e,) whose restriction to g', is a non- 
divisible root in O(g',). 
(ii) T(X~) = -- X ,  for y e P, 7 4: 1, and any b e O( .~)  whose restriction to g', 
is a divisible root. 
(iii) I f  folk, is not an outer form of type A,,  with r even, then the union of the 
following sets is an 0,-basis of the Lie algebra L(.q,) (C fl,): 
{H. la(erl(8-.))long }, { Z V('~') I-I~.,la(eII(~'.)) sh~ 0<: /< [/r 
v ~ fir, 
{ Xb I b(~O(g',)) long }, { Y. T(~') X.ab , [ b(eO(g',)) short, 0 _~ i<  It, :k,]}. 
v E v/t~ 
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(iv) I f  fg[k, is an outer form of type A, with r even, let ~ be the R-valued homo- 
morphism of the character group X*(~e,) which takes the value + I at the unique 
root in II(.~e,) whose restriction to g', is a multipliable root and takes the value zero 
at all the other elements of II(~e,); note that ~(b) ----0 or ~ 2 if b is a root whose 
restriction to g'o is neither multipliable nor divisible. Then the union of the following 
sets is an o~-basis of the Lie algebra L(~,): 
{ ~ H o + ~ H~] a ~ II(g'~), i = 0, 1 }, { X~ ~, X~, ~-x ~o X_ b [b(~ ~($-,)+) divisible}, 
{ n*, X b + ~ XS; X, -x ~, X_ b + ~;-~ ~ X_~] b(E r +) multipliable, i = 0, 1 }, 
{ X~b, ~ Xb + ~,#,b, ~ X~[ b ~*(g' , ) ,  b nonmultipliable and nondivisible, i = 0, 1 }; 
where for b ~ ~(~e ), ~ denotes its conjugate under the nontrivial element of the Galois 
group of to[ko. 
Now using the above basis of L(ff~), and the fact that r c~ ---- ~o~, it is not difficult 
to see that [ ~ [~-1 y~ = ] b(/,/k~)[~-~,,. Therefore, 
see the appendix at the end of this paper. (Recall that for v ~ V~ -- ~ ,  / | ko is a direct 
sum of certa~ unramified extensions of k,, and for any unramified extension K of k~, 
I b(K/4)1~ = 1.) This proves the theorem. 
2. Volumes of parahorlc subgroups 
We begin with the following general emma. 
9.. O. Lemma. - -  Let F be an arbitrary field. G and G' be connected semi-simple F-groups. 
Assume that G is an inner F-form of G' and G' is quasi-split over F. Let F'  be a separable xtension 
of F such that G is quasi-split over F'.  Tken G and G' are isomorphic over F'.  Moreover, i f  F '  
is a Galois extension of F, we can find an F'-isomorphism r : G ~ G' such that for all y in the 
Galois group of F' IF, ~p-1. v~p ~ Int(G). 
Proof. - -  By assumption, there exists an isomorphism f : G ~ G' defined over a 
(fixed) separable closure F~ of F '  such that for all y in the Galois group F(F~/F) of F~/F, 
we have av:=f - l . v f~ Int (G) .  Choose a Borel subgroup B of G (resp. B' of G') and 
a maximal torus T (resp. T') o fB (resp. B'), all defined over F'. Then we can arrange 
that f  maps B and T onto B' and T' respectively. Then so does Vffor all y in the Galois 
group I'(F~/F') ( C I'(F~/F)) of F~/F'. Hence for y e F(F~/F'), a v preserves B, T and so 
it is of the form Int t v (4 ~ T). 
Assume now that G is adjoint. Then t v is uniquely determined and it follows that 
y ~ t v is a 1-cocycle on F(F~/F') with values in T. The Galois group I~(F~/F ') acts 
on X*(T) by permuting the simple roots. These form a basis of X*(T) since G is adjoint. 
Therefore I'(F~/F') acts as a permutation representation and this implies that T is a 
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direct product of certain tori of the form RL/r(GLx). Therefore it is cohomologically 
trivial over F'  and so (av) is a coboundary: there exists a t e T such that t v = t.vt-a. 
Then for y ~ I'(F'~/F'), ( f . In t t ) -~ .v ( f . In t t )  = Intt-a.av. IntVt = Id, hence the 
isomorphism q~ := f .  Int t is defined over F'. 
I f  G is not adjoint, let G --+ Ad G be the canonical central isogeny. If ~ is in the 
inverse image of the previous t, then again ~ : = f .  Int ~ is defined over F'. Moreover, 
s ince f -~. f fe  Int(G) for all Y e I'(F~/F), it is obvious that if F '  is a Galois extension 
of F, then for all "~ in the Galois group of F'/F, ~-~.'~*? e Int(G). 
2.1. Let G be an absolutely quasi-simple, simply connected algebraic k-group 
which is an inner form of (r It is known that for all but finitely many places v, G is 
quasi-split over k, ( [30:4.9 (ii)]) and so it is isomorphic to ff over k, (Lemma 2.0). 
We shall use the notation introduced in the previous section. Thus co is the 
fC-invariant exterior form on ff of maximal degree (and defined over k) fixed in 1.1. 
Let q~ : G --+ ~ be an isomorphism defined over a (not necessarily finite) Galois 
extension K ofk such that for every ~' in the Galois group r(K/k) of K/k, ~?-a.v~? is an 
inner automorphism of G. Then os :=  q~*(o~) is an invariant exterior form on G of 
maximal degree; moreover it is defined over k (see [15: pp. 475-476]). I f  + : G -+ 
is some other isomorphism defined over an extension of k, then as any commutative 
quotient of Aut(@)/Int(ff) is of order ~< 3, it is clear that ~b*(co) = u(+) co*, where u(+) 
is a root of unity of order ~< 3. 
For each v ~ V, co (resp. o~'), together with the normalized absolute value I ], 
on k~ (see 0.1), determines a Haar measure on ~(k,) (resp. G(k,)) which we shall 
denote by c% (resp. o~). The Haar measure co; on G(ko) is independent of the choice of 
the isomorphism ~ : G --+ ft. 
2.2. A collection P = (P,)~evz of parahoric subgroups P, of G(k~) is said to be 
coherent if H,~v= ~G(k~) H, cvrP~ is an open subgroup of the addle group G(A). 
Let a coherent collection P = (P,),evr of parahoric subgroups be given. For 
v E VI, let G, be the smooth affine o,-group scheme associated with the parahoric 
subgroup P, of G(k,) (0.7). Its generic fiber (= G, x% k,) is isomorphic to G x ,  k, 
and its group of integral points is isomorphic to P,. 
Let the parahoric subgroups ~,  and the smooth affine 0o-group scheme if, 
associated with ~,  be as in 1.2 and 1.3 respectively. We shall denote by #,  (resp. G,) 
the group fr X % ~, (resp. G, X % 7,) over the (finite) residue 'field f, of k,. It is known 
(see [33: 3.5.2]) that since ~ and G are simply connected, the groups #,  and G, are 
connected; also the " reduction mod p, " homomorphisms ~,  = ff,(o,) -+ #,(~,) and 
P, = G,(o,) -+G,(f,) are surjective [33: 3.4.4]. Both #,  and G, admit a Levi decom- 
position over [, [33: 3.5]. Let ~r (resp. M,) be a fixed maximal connected reductive 
f,-subgroup such that 
~, =~7,.R,(~,) (resp. G, = M,.R,(G,)), 
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where R,(ff,) (resp. R,(G,)) is the unipotent radical of if, (resp. G,). As f, is a finite 
field, both .~  and M, are quasi-split over f, (see, for example, [2: Proposition 16.6]). 
We fix a Borel f,-subgroup ~,  of .~',, B, of M, and a maximal [,-torus W, of ~, ,  T, 
of B~. Let ~ (resp. U~) be the unipotent radical of ~ ,  (resp. B,). 
Let J ,  (resp. I,) be the inverse image in ~,  (resp. P,) of ~,(~,).I~(ff,) (f,) 
(resp. B~(fo).R~(G,)(f,)) under the reduction map ~,  ~ff,(~,) (resp. P, ~Go([,)). 
Then ,r (resp. I,) is an Iwahori subgroup of i (k,)  (resp. G(k,)). Obviously, 
[~,, : Jr,] = [,~7,,(f,,) : ~, ,( f , ) ]  and [P,, : I,,] = [M,,(f ,)  : B,,(f,,)]. 
For all but finitely many v, P, is a hyperspecial parahoric subgroup of G(k~) and 
hence there exists an isomorphism of G(k,) onto if(k,) which carries P, onto 9 ~, (see 
[33: 2.5]); this isomorphism induces an isomorphism of the o~-group scheme Go onto 
the o,-group scheme i , .  Therefore, for all but finitely many v, M, is isomorphic to ,~7 
over [,. 
9..3. Proposition. - -  For v ~ V I ,  
~;( I~ ~ g,,(f,,) ~,( ,#,)  
and co;(P,) ---- [.A7 ([,) : ~,([,)] " ~g,(f,) " %(~')" 
Proof. - -  According to the Bruhat-Tits theory, the Iwahori subgroup ..~'~ (resp. I~) 
determines a smooth affine o~-group scheme ffa, o (resp. Gx, ) whose generic fiber is 
ff x ,k ,  (resp. G x~ko) and ffa, o(o,) ~ ~r (resp. Giv(o,) ~ I,); see 0.7. 
It is a well known consequence of a theorem of Steinberg [31] that since the residue 
field f, of the maximal unramified extension k, of k, is algebraically closed, G is quasi- 
split over k,. Now since I is a quasi-split inner k-form of G, we conclude that G is 
isomorphic to ff over k, and there is an isomorphism 9, : G • k k~ -* ff x k ;~, such 
that ~p;-1-vcp, is an inner automorphism of G for all ~" e Gal(k,/k,); see Lemma 2.0. 
The exterior form cp;(c~) is then defined over k, and the Haar measure on G(k,) deter- 
mined by it (and the absolute value I [~ on k,) is co; (2.1). Now let fi, be the ring of 
integers of k,. Then I, :=  G~o(~,) (resp. f ,  :=  t j , (~ , ) ) i s  an Iwahori subgroup 
of G(k,) (resp. t(~,)) and in view of the conjugacy of Iwahori subgroups, we may (and 
we will) assume that ~p,(I,) = 3 , .  Then the isomorphism cp, is induced from a unique 
isomorphism 
Oi  v Xo~.O, "->" ~.~ v X%Ot,, 
defined over fi,, which we denote again by ?~, by base change ~, ~ k,; this is seen 
at once using the description of the coordinate rings of the group schemes Gx~ and if j,, 
(given in 0.7). 
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It is obvious that there is an a,(Ek, ~) such that the exterior form a, co induces 
an invariant exterior form on the group scheme (#j%, which is defined over o, and whose 
reduction to the group scheme f~j, :=  ~,o • f, is not zero. Then as q~, is an iso- 
morphism defined over ~ the exterior form q~(a, co)= a, q~(co) on the o,-group 
scheme GI, is defined over o, and its reduction to GI~ • ~, and hence also to 
GI~ := Gxo • is not zero. 
The inclusion I, CP,  (resp. ~r induces a homomorphism GI~ ~G,  
(resp. #io -+ #,), where G, (resp. #~) is as in 2.2. Also, there is a (unique) maximal 
f,-torus of GI~ (resp. #j , )  which is mapped isomorphically onto T, (resp. ~o) under 
this homomorphism. Since no confusion is likely, we denote this torus of GI~ (resp. #j , )  
again by T, (resp. ~,). Then G~o = T,. Ru(GI~ ) and #j,o = ~,-R~(#j,o). 
Now as the Haar measure on ff(k,) given by a, co is [a, [, co,, we conclude 
(cf. [24: I, 2.5]) that 
l a,, I,, c%,(J,) = :ll:.~.j,-,(f,,). q~ a~m~' 
= ~,~,(f).q;~,,,,eo. 
Similarily, as the Haar measure on G(k,) given by q~(a, co) = a, cp;(co) is [ ao [, co;, 
we have 
I~, I, co;(I,) = ST,,(f,,).q;-d~m~. 
Now note that 
dim ~=, = ~,-rank ff = ~,-rank G = d im T , ,  
and so we deduce from the above that 
Then 
~T,(fo). co,(j ,) .  
co~,(I,) ~ r 
co~,(P,,) = [P,,: I,,] co~,(I,,) 
[P:: 1o] co;(:,) 
[,@,, : ..",] co,,(J,,) 
[M,,(f,,) : Bo(f,,)] 
[~o( f , )  : ~o (fo) ] 
- -  9 co , ( r  
- - .  co,(~,). 
~r 
This proves the proposition. 
9,.4. Let A be the basis of the absolute affine root system of G at v (i.e. the affine 
root system of G over the maximal unramified extension/~, of k,) determined by the 
Iwahori subgroup I,. 
Let | be the subset of A corresponding to the parahoric subgroup P~. The 
Galois group of k,[k, operates on A,, leaving O, stable. The Tits index [32] of the 
reductive group M,[f, is obtained from the Dynkin diagram of A, together with the 
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action of the Galois group ofk,[k, (i.e. " the local index " of G/k,) by deleting the vertices 
corresponding to the roots in | and all the edges containing such vertices (see [33: 
3.5.2]).  Note that there is a canonical identification of the Galois group of k,/k, with 
the Galois group of f,/[,, where f, is the residue field of k,-- it  is an algebraic losure of [,. 
2.5. Fixing a k,-isomorphism of G onto ~, we identify the root system as well 
as the affine root system of ~[k, with those of G]k,. 
Let d, ~ A be the affine simple root corresponding to the parahoric subgroup 9~o. 
Then A - - (  d, } can be identified with a basis of the absolute root system ~o of the 
reductive group .AT; see [33: 3.5.2].  Since 3~, is a hyperspecial parahoric subgroup 
if ff splits over an unramified extension of k,, otherwise (ff is residually split over ko 
and) 9 ~, is a special parahoric subgroup, d, is " special " ([28: 7.1]). tF, is then a reduced 
and irreducible root system of rank r, :=  k,-rank ff = ko-rank G. Hence the reductive 
group .~,  is in fact absolutely quasi-simple and its absolute rank is r,. 
2.6. We note here, for future use, the following empirical fact about connected 
semi-simple groups defined over a finite field: I f  H is a connected semi-simple group defined 
over a finite field [ of cardinality q, then ~ H(f) < q~m H. This assertion can be checked by 
looking at the table of orders of finite groups of Lie type given in [25: Table 1]. Note 
that connected isogeneous groups over a finite field have an equal number of rational 
points [2: Proposition 16.8]; note also that it suffices to check the assertion for absolutely 
simple groups since every nonabelian simple group over [ is obtained by restriction 
of scalars from an absolutely simple group defined over a finite extension of [. 
The two lemmas that follow (2.7 and 2.8) are needed for the proof of Propo- 
sition 2.10. 
Let | be as in 2.4 and t~ = ~| -- 1. 
2.7. Lemma. - -  (i) d im.~,  I> r,(r, q- 2). 
(ii) I f  either G is not quasi-split over k,, or P, is not special, or G splits over k, but Po 
is not hyperspecial, then 
dim .~,  -- dim Mo i> 2ro. 
If, moreover, t~ >1 1, 
dim.,gT~ -- dim M, >/ 2(r~ q- t~ -- 1). 
Proof. ~ The absolute root system of M, is the root system ~, with the basis 
(see [33: 3.5.2]).  Hence, d imM,  =r~ + gO,. 
- -  O ,  
Let d, and tF, be as in 2.5. Since tF, is the absolute root system of .~7 (2.5), 
d im~ 7, = r, + ~tF,. Now to prove assertion (i), we just need to note that among the 
reduced and irreducible root systems of a given rank s, one with the smallest cardinality 
is of type A,,  which has s(s q- 1) roots. 
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We shall now prove (ii). We begin by observing that the root system ~,  can be 
identified with the root system consisting of the non-divisible roots of the root system 
of ~]ko, and with this identification, the gradient of do is the negative of the dominant 
(i.e. the highest) root of the root system of ff[/~,, with respect o the basis determined 
by A, -- { do }, if ~ splits over ko, and is the negative of the dominant short root if 
does not split over k, but its k,-root system is reduced ([28: 2.10]). 
We now first take-up the case where the k,-root system of G is not reduced. 
G/k~ is then an outer form of type A,,  with r even, say r = 2n, which does not split 
over k,. In this case G is quasi-split over k,, ~7  is an absolutely quasi-simple group 
of type B~ and M, is isogeneous to a f,-group which is the direct product of a t,-dimensional 
torus and a semi-simple group whose absolute I)ynkin diagram is obtained from the 
Dynkin diagram of A, by deleting the vertices corresponding to the roots in O, and 
all the edges containing such vertices (2.4). From this description of .~,  and ]vi,, 
(ii) follows at once. Note that since P, is not special, if O, contains a special root, then 
it contains at least two roots (so t, > 1). 
We assume now that the k~-root system of G is reduced. I f  G is not quasi-split 
over k,, then the Galois group ofko/ko does not fix any special (affine) root ([28: 7.2]), 
so if O, contains a special root, being stable under the Galois group, it contains at least 
two special roots. It is easy to see that whenever | contains two or more special roots, 
q), can be realized as an integrally closed proper subroot system of u/'. This is also the 
case if G splits over ko and | contains a non-special root. On the other hand, if G does 
not split over ko, and | contains a non-special root, then the dual root system q~v can 
be realized as an integrally closed proper subroot system of the dual ~F v . 
It  is well-known that for any integrally closed proper subroot system r of an 
irreducible and reduced root system ~F of rank s, S~ -- $q) _~ 2s; see [3: Corollaire 
on p. 210 and Th~or6me 4]. From this we conclude that 
dim.A[7o -- dim M, = (SW~ -- SO,) > 2r,, 
and if t,/> 1, then in fact StF, -- S~o -~ 2r, + 2(t, -- 1). 
9..8. Lemma. - -  Let f be a finite field with q elements and T an s-dimensional y-tom. Then 
ST(f) ~_ (r + 1)'. 
Proof. ~ Let f' be the smallest extension of f over which T splits; f' is necessarily 
a finite cyclic extension of f. Then T is isogeneous to a direct product of tori T, such 
that the canonical representation f the Galois group I'(f'/f) on X'(T~) | O is irreducible. 
Since connected isogeneous groups over a finite field have the same number of rational 
elements ([2: Proposition 16.8]), this reduces us to the case where the representation 
of I'(f']f) on K*(T) | O is irreducible. Now let [ f ' : f ]  = n. Then (s ----)dim T equals 
the value of Euler's q~-function at n. It is not difficult to see, using, for example, M6bius 
inversion in the multiplicative form, that ST( f )= P,(q), where P,(x)~ Z[x] is the 
14 
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n-th cyclotomic polynomial. We recall that P,(x) is a monic polynomial of degree s 
whose roots are precisely the primitive n-th roots of unity. From this it follows at once 
that #T([) ---- P.(q) ~_ (q + 1)'. 
9..9. Let yo be as in 1.3. Then (cf. [24: I, 2.5]) 
y, ~,(~,) = $~, ( f , ) .q ; " "~ = $ ,e , ( f , ) .q ;~o;  
where aj, and tiT, are as in 2.2. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(ia) 
(iv) For all v E V t, 
2.10. Proposition. ~ For v e Vs ,  
y, (o;(I,) ---- ~T,(f,) 
q~,. + o~ ~7o~/2 ~- (q~ + 1 ) "o q ;  "~('~ + 8~12. 
$M,(f,) 
y, ,4(P,) q~,~+,~.,vo,~" 
m 
SM,(f,) < 1. 
Moreover i f  either G is not quasi-split over k, ,  or Po is not special, or G splits over ko but P, is 
not hyperspedal, then 
#M,(f,,) 
Proof. ~ (I) According to Proposition 2.3, 
and hence, 
sT,(f,) %(I,,) = - - .e , ( J , , ) ,  
~,(f , )  
y ,  e , ( I , )  = - -  
$~',,(fo) Y, ,,.),(~o) 
$ #,(f,) [~,,: a, j  
st,(f,) $~,(fo). q;-"~ ~o 
=~,(f,) [ i , ( f , )  : ~,(f,)] 
~ ~',(f,) ~, ( f , )  
~ r ,r 
(see 2.2 and 2.9) 
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and 
Now recall that q~, (resp. U,) is the unipotent radical of ~,  (resp. B~). So 
.~,(f,) = ~,(f,).~,(f,), g,(f,) = '~,(f,).~,(f,), 
~<~,(f,) = ,r ~O,(f,) = , , i~, ,  
dim..gT, = dim ~, -F 2 dim ~o; dim Mo =- dim To -t- 2 dim U,. 
Moreover, as we have observed before, 
dim ~o = r, = dim To. 
So v, <o;(I,) = ~T,(f,) ~.~,(f,) 
~%(f,) ~%(f,) 
Since $Tt(f,) N (qo + 1)', by 2.8, the second assertion of the proposition follows from 
Lemma 2.7 (i). 
(2) v, ,o;(v,) = [~,(f,) :~,(f,)] ~T,(f,) %~,(~)  (by 2.3) 
[~g,(f,) :~,(f,)] l~,(f,) 
[~,(f,) :~,(f,)] ~, ( f , )  ~ , ( f , )  
[~o(f,,) : ~,(f,)] I~,(f,,) ~2 ,  (by 2.9) 
~ , ( f , )  ~ , ( f , )  ~T, Cf,) 
r ,~,(f,) ,r 
lM,(f,) 
~(dlm My + dim .4[v)12 " 
i 
(3) Let 7., be the connected component of the identity in the center of M, and 
[M,, M,] be the derived group. Then the product map Z, • [M,, M,] -+ M~ is an 
isogeny defined over f~ and, hence, ~M,(f~) = $7.,(~).$[Mo, M~] (f~). So 
~,( fo )  ~, ( f , ) .  ~[M,, M,] (f,) 
r ~ + <,ira io,t~ -- q~ ~. ~.  ~j. r  ~-  <,,,,, ~>~ 
< ~2,(f,) #7 cd':' '~o-~>~-<'''~ 
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We have used here the facts that $[M,,  M,] (f,) < ~q~a~. u*] and ~2,(f,) < (q, + 1)atm~, 
which follow from the observation in 2.6 and Lemma 2.8. Finally we note that 
dim 2, = $ | -- 1 = t,. Lemma 2.7 (ii) now implies assertion (iv) of the proposition 
if either G is not quasi-split over k,, or P, is not special, or G splits over k, but P, is not 
hyperspecial. Note that if t, ~ 1, 
(q, + 1)', q; ('o+'o-.-', ~_ (q, + 1) q; ' , - ' .  
Let us assume now that G is quasi-split over k, (hence is isomorphic to ff over ko, 
see Lemma 2.0). Then t~Mo([,)q~ (at~~ (= %~(P , ) )  is maximal when P, 
is isomorphic to ~, ,  in which case it is equal to t~.~,([,)q~-dtmio, and, according to 
the observation in 2.6, this number is less than I; recall that .~7 is (absolutely) quasi- 
simple (2.5). 
9..11. Remark. - -  For particular groups, one can give bounds which are better 
than those provided by Proposition 2.10 (ii), (iv). If, for example, G is an inner or outer 
form of type A and v is such that G(k,) is isomorphic to SL%(~~ where ~~ is a central 
division algebra over k~ of degree d,, then 
~T,(fo) 
q~;o+atm 2o,/~ = (r -- 1 ) - - ' (~" -  1) ('+1'/do q~-,~,+8,/2 
< (q, __ 1)--1 qg-,,+X)~+, 
and SM,(f,) < (q , _  1)-1 q;-(,,+~,-(,+lr,~-l)/,. 
To establish the latter, it is sufficient to consider the case where P, is a maximal parahoric 
subgroup of G(ko); we assume now tiffs to be the case. Let F, be the unique extension 
1 and M,(f,) is isomorphic to of f, of degree d,. Then the dimension of M, is d, n, -- 
the subgroup of GL,~(F,) consisting of matrices whose determinant is of norm 1 over f,, 
so its order is less than (q , -  1) -1 q~, "~; T,(f,) is isomorphic to the diagonal sub- 
group of this group, its order is (q , -  1)-1(~ o -  1)%. Now as d,n , -  1-= r and 
dim ~,  --= r 9 -t- 2r, the above bounds are obvious. 
On the other hand, if r is odd, say r ---- 2n -t- 1, and G/k~ is an outer form of 
type At, of k,-rank n, which does not split over k,, then, as can be seen, 
tI:M,(f,,) < (q~'+' + 1) I I I L , (~ '  - -  1) < q[,,,+,,. 
r162 ~ +,,~..~~ - r +',,(,', +'~) 
3. Covolumes of the principal S-arithmetic subgroups 
As in w 2, G is an inner k-form of ~ and 9 : G -+ ~ is an isomorphism defined 
over some Galois extension K of k such that for every T in the Galois group of K/k, 
9-1.v~ is an inner automorphism of G. 
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Let co be an invariant exterior form on ~ defined over k and of maximal degree. 
Then ~* = ?*(co) is an invariant exterior form on G of maximal degree; it is defined 
over k (2.1). 
We shall use the notation introduced in the preceding sections. Thus, for v ~ Vt, 
the parahoric subgroups P,'s are as in 2.2. 
3. t .  The natural embedding of k in the k-algebra A of addles, gives an embedding 
of G(k) in G(A); we identify G(k) with a subgroup of G(A) in terms of this embedding. 
Then G(k) is a discrete subgroup of the locally compact group G(A), and it is well- 
known ([1], [11]) that in the measure on G(A)/G(k) induced by any Haar measure 
on G(A), the volume of G(A)/G(k) is finite. 
3.2 .  co" determines a Haar measure co] on G(A), which coincides with the product 
measure I-[,~v~oC0~-I-I, evi(~0~lro) on the open subgroup [ I ,ev  G(k,) .H,  evfP , ;  
note that since G is semi-simple, the product H,evleO~(P,) is absolutely convergent 
and hence the product measure II,Ev co:.II,Evr(~,: I~.,) is a Haar measure on 
l-I,ev~ G(k,) . I I~ (cf. [26: w 1] where this is proved over number fields; a similar 
proof applies in the case of global function fields). 
In  the sequel, we shall let co~ also denote the finite invariant measure on G(A)/G(k) 
induced by the Haar measure co~ on G(A). 
3.3. Let D~ be as in 0.2. The Tamagawa number ~k(G) of G[k is by definition 
the positive real number D~-89 a~G co](G(A)/G(k)); in view of the product formula 
(see 0.1), it depends only on G[k and not on the choice of the invariant exterior 
k-form co. 
It  was conjectured by Andr~ Well that v~(G) -~ 1. He and T. Tamagawa proved 
this for all inner forms of type A, and in case k is of characteristic different from two, 
for all k-forms of type B, C and all forms of type D except the triality forms of type D,; 
M. Demazure verified the conjecture for the forms of type G2 (see [34]). J. G. M. Mars 
then proved the conjecture for outer forms of type A ([23]), all forms of type F4 and 
certain inner forms of type E6 ([22]) over number fields. For split groups over number 
fields, the conjecture was proved by R. P. Langlands ([19]). Using some of his ideas, 
G. Harder ([13]) proved the conjecture for all split groups over global function fields, 
and K. F. Lai proved it for quasi-split groups over number fields ([18]). 
R. Kottwitz ([t7]), following a proposal of Jacquet-Langlands [15], has recently 
proved the conjecture for groups over number fields, without any case-by-case consi- 
derations, modulo the Hasse principle for the Galois cohomology of simply connected 
semi-simple groups ([16]). The Hasse principle has been known to hold for all groups 
of type other than Es. V. I. Chernousov has just announced its verification also for the 
groups of type E 8. Hence, the work of Kottwitz ([17]) implies that ~k(G) ---- 1 if k is 
a number field. 
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3.4. Let S be a finite set of places of k, containing all the arckimedean places, 
such that for some v E S, G(k,) is noncompact, or, equivalently, G is isotropic over k~. 
Let G s ----- II~ e s G(k~). Then the strong approximation property ([27], [21]) implies that 
Gs. ,H  P,-G(k) = G(A). 
Let A be the image of G(k) n (Gs . I I . ,  s P,) under the natural projection 
Gs" ,~II s P, ~ G s . 
Then  A is a lattice in G s i.e., it is a discrcte subgroup of G s of finitc covolumc; wc will 
say that it is the principal S-arithmetic subgroup determined by the parahoric subgroups Po 
(v r S). The object of this section is to compute the volume ~s(Gs/A) with respect to 
a natural measure ~s (see 3.6 below). 
Let ms denote the measure on Gs/A induced by the product measure 1-I,e s ~ 
on G(k,)). As 
G(A) -= G s 9 ,~s P'" G(k), 
G(A)/G(k) has a natural identification with G s l - I~ s P,/(G(k) n G s I I , e  s P,), and 
so there is a (principal) fibration G(A)/G(k) ~ Gs/A with fiber I I ,~ s P,. Hence, 
D~ d'mG vk(G ) = co~(G(A)/G(k)) = o;~(Gs/A). H s co;(P,). 
Therefore, 
~;(Gs/A ) = D~ "~G %(G) ( ,~s r 
3.5. Let v be an archimedean place ofk. Let G(e R • be as in 1.4 and y, = [ c~ [,. 
Wc recall that c, is such that under the Haar measure induced by the invariant extcrior 
form G co, any maximal compact subgroup of Rk~/~(~ ) (C) has volume 1. We claim 
that the volume of any maximal compact subgroup of Rkom(G ) (C) in the Haar measure 
induced by the invariant form G co* is also 1. To prove this, we fix a basis ~/~, . . . ,  ~/~" 
(resp. Y~, . . . ,  Y~) of the Lie algebra L (~) |  (resp. L (G) |  such that with 
respect to the Killing form ( , )v on L (~) |  (resp. L(G)| ~/[ is orthogonal 
to ~/~ (resp. Y~ is orthogonal to Y]) for all 1 <: i 4 j _~ n, and moreover, if v is real, 
] ( ~/~, ~ ), ], = 1 = [ ( Y,], Y,'. ), ], for all i < n, 
and if v is complex, then 
( ~ ,  ~ ), = 1 ---- ( Y,', Y," ), for all i < n. 
Let ~t~, . . . ,~  (resp. Y~, .. ,. Y~') be the dual basis and co, .~=~,hZ ~ . . .A~"  
(resp. K 1 %.o - -Y ,  ^ "'" ^Y~)" Let 0 , :G~ be an isomorphism defined over the 
algebraic closure k,(-~ C) of k, such that for all y in the Galois group of k,[k,, 0~-~.v0o 
is an inner automorpkism of G (2 0). Then * z 9 0,(%.~) is defined over k, ([15: pp. 475-476]), 
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0, induces a Lie algebra isomorphism L(G) | k~ -+ L(&) | k,, and as any isomorphism 
of Lie algebras preserves the Killing form, it follows that 0,(%,~)* K = 4- %,o-K 
Now we note that since G is a form of f#, the maximal compact subgroup of 
R~,R(fr ) (C) and RwR(G ) (C) are isomorphic and hence have equal volume (= l a l, ;where 
a m89 II~ ~ (2=)"~+1 = = , m is as in the proof of Theorem 1.6 and m x % . . .  ~ m r are 
m~ ! 
the exponents (1.5)) with respect o the Haar measures determined by x and K totl, ~ to~, O 
respectively. Now since to is a multiple of K and 0;(to) = ~ to*, where ~ is a root 
of unity (cf. 2.1), our claim is obvious. 
3.6. For any archimedean place v of k, let F,, be the Haar measure on G(ko) 
determined by the invariant exterior form G to* (c, as in 1.4), and for v nonarchimedean, 
let ~t, be the Tits measure on G(k,), i.e., the Haar measure with respect o which every 
Iwahori subgroup of G(k,) has volume 1. Of course, ~t, = to;(I,) -1 to; for all v e Vs ;  
where Io is an Iwahori subgroup of G(k,). Let tx s = 1-I,E s tz, be the product measure 
on Gs(= I ] ,~ s G(k,)); we shall denote the Gs-invariant induced measure on Gs/A  
also by ~t s. 
Let l, Dt and ~(c~) be as in 0.2 and 0.4 respectively. 
where 
and S l 
3.7. Theorem. - -  We have the following 
a(% + dim -~v)/2 a(dim My + dim .47v)/2 
g= I I  2, . I I  ~, 
= SnV t. 
9 ,(O) g;  
Proof. - -  Clearly 
~s(Gs/A) = ( I I l  c, I,) ( I I  %(I,)) o)*~(Gs/A ) 
~EVov 1~Sf  
, - -1  ~89 H to;(p,))-i  = ( 1I %) ( I I  to,(I,)) ~k x,(G) ( s 
9 ~V~ tea l  
(of. s.4) 
to;(I,) ,H " -1 = D~ ~~ n v,(  n v, -a o,,(P,)) ,~(G) 
VEV ~Sf  8 
_= Dt  mm O(Dt/i)~t :,1) 89 (. 1.iv~o I f i  m,l 
,=1 (27~) "~+1 , )h (a )  r 
(by Theorem 1.6) ; 
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r = ( II v, ~,(I,)., ~,, ,o,(1,,)) 
9 esf s 
r162 + dlm .~v)/2 r M'v + dim -~)/2 
:H  . I I  
This proves the theorem. 
(by Proposition 2.]0).  
3.8 9 Remark. ~ I f  V .  4= O, i.e. if k is a number field, then 
I-I ] l~ m,! = ( f i  rail .~ 
"~goo i=1 (271:) m/+`  i= l  (2=) "~+1] 
[k:Q] 
3.9. Remark. - -  The reductive groups ~ ' , ,  M, and the tori T , (C M,) can be 
described in terms of the local index of &]k,, of G/k,  and the subset | of 2.4 (see [33: 
3.5]). Thus, in principle, ~(Gs/A  ) can be computed, using the formula given by the 
above theorem, when **(O) is known, for example, if k is a number field (see 3.3). 
3.10. Remark. The factors ( j ,+a~.~/2  a(atmr~o+,=.Cu2 - -  (veSI )  and *" (yeS) ,  of 
~T,(f,) ~: , ( f , )  
the Eu|er product d in the statement of Theorem 3.7, axe ai1 greater than 1. Moreover 
_{ rvftv + $) the former is at least (qo + 1)- '~ q; . For v r S, if G is not quasi-split over k,, 
rv+l then the later factor is at least (q, + 1) -x q, (and if G is anisotropic over k,, then 
this factor is i> (q, + 1)- "~ _{,~176 q; ; see Proposition 2.10 (ii), (iv). These observations 
are crucial for the proof of the finiteness assertions in [4]. 
3.11. Remark. - -  Let k be a number field and O be such that for some archimedean 
place v of k, G(k,) is noncompact and for every nonarckimedean v, G is quasi-split 
over ko. We assume that for every nonarchimedean v, P, is special and whenever G 
splits over the maximal unramified extension of k,,  it is hyperspecial. Then for all 
nonarchimedean v, Mo is isomorphic to ~ over ~,, and hence, 
~M,(L) SM,(L) 
Now let A| be the projection of G(k) c~ (I-l,~ v| G(k , ) . I I~ewP,)  into 
G~ := I I ,ev  | O(k,). 
Then 
~(G~/A~o) = D~ (Dt~)  ,=~ (2,0 ~. 
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where Vt~ = Vtv~ , and d'-----I-I,~vf $ ~  ) . . . . .  Using the orders of finite groups of Lie 
type, given, for example, in [25: Table 1], we easily see that 6" is a product of the values 
of the Dedekind zeta function of k and certain Dirichlet L-functions at the integers 
m~ + 1, i _~ r. If, moreover, the absolute rank of G~ equals that of any maximal compact 
subgroup, then (k is totally real and) using the functional equations of the Dedekind 
zeta function and Dirichlet L-functions, we get a very concise formula for the volume 
of G~/A~. 
4. Class nnmbers of  absolutely quasi-simple, s imply connected groups 
4.1. We shall assume in this section that G is anisotropic over k. I f  k is a number 
field, we assume moreover that I I ,~vo ~ G(ko) is compact; k is then totally real. 
As in 2.2, let P = (P,),zvr be a coherent collection of parahoric subgroups. 
It is known that the set ( I I ,  e vo ~ G(k,). II, e vfPo)\G(A)/G(k ) of double cosets is finite 
([1: Theorem 5.1], [11:2 .2 .7  (iii)]) ; the cardinality of this set is called the class number 
of G relative to P and will be denoted by r 
We shall denote the compact-open subgroup l-I,~v~o G(kt ) . I I , zv /P , ,  of G(A), 
by C. We shall use the notation introduced in the preceeding sections. In particular, 
ml is the Haar measure on G(A) defined in 3.2. 
4.2. We fix representatives g~(e G(A)), 1 < i < c(P), of the double cosets in 
C\G(A) /G(k) .  Then 
c(P) 
G(A) = tJ Cg, G(k) 
"P' 
and so o~i(G(A)/G(k)) = W, 
,=1 SF, ; (*) 
where F, = g~-i C& rh G(k) is a finite subgroup of G(k) since G(k) is a discrete subgroup 
of G(A) and C, and hence also g~-' Cg~, is a compact subgroup. I f  there is a finite upper 
bound for the orders of finite subgroups of G(k) (which is the case if k is a number 
field--this follows, for example, from [29: LG, Chapter IV, Appendix 3, Theorem 1]), 
l e t f  =f(G/k) be the smallest integer such that the order of any finite subgroup of G(k) 
is at most f ,  otherwise let f = oo. Then as 
o~i(G(A)/G(k)) = D~{a~G'r,(G) (see 3.3), 
we conclude from (,) that 
c(P) co~(C) > D, %(G) >f - '  c(P) c01(C). 
So, 
fD,{at~~ (col(C))- '  ~_ c(P) > D~o'=~ (col(C))-' .  
15 
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Now we shall determine (o~(C)) -x using the results proved in ~ 1-3. Obviously, 
(o)~(C)) -a= ( 11 o):(G(k,)). I I  o~,(P,))-x 
e~V~ e~Vf 
= II T," ( I I  Y, ~:(G(k,)) .  I I  -f, %(P,))* -1 
9 ~V e~v~ ~vf  
~ , -~ (2~),~+1 ( I I  . a . , ; (P . ) )  -~  
since according to Theorem 1.6, 
9 ev  ,, ~ ,=1(2 , : )  ~+'  ,, ' 
and it is clear from the definition of y, (see 3.5) that as G(k,) is compact for all v ~ Voo, 
y, r = 1 for V v ~ V~o. 
Let 
~(P) = (1 -1%%(1) , ) )  
,~vf  
Then 
= I-I q(dlm M, + dlm A7~)12 
9 ~vr ~M,(f,) 
(by Proposition 2.10 (ii)). 
Therefore, we conclude the following: 
Then 
and 
where 
4.3. Theorem. - -  Let  
r = ~(( I] G(k,). I I  P , ) \G(A) /G(k) ) .  
~v~ ~vf  
- -  , ,= ,  (2~)  "~+t  , ~k(G)  ~(P) ,  
- - J~  ~ t/ ~ J ,El-Iv| "r~(G) ~(P); 
n(a~ ~o + aim io)/s 
~(P) = 1-I " _ 
